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Section One- Question One 
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Sally : 11 Nov 1964, 7.11am,  Gold Coast Qld Australia   ASC close to 25 Sagittarius     

Rick : 13 July 1942, 11.41am,  Sydney NSW Australia  ASC close to 25 Libra   

Sally and Rick, who reside in Sydney, were married in 2010 after being close friends 

for 8 years.  They believe that their ‘marriage was made in heaven’ and they are true 

soul mates. Their philosophy is that even soul mates have to work at relationship 

issues that arise periodically. They are parents to a 15 year old son, who Sally 

adopted in 2001.    

They both work in the entertainment industry which involves work-related 

separations at times. They are currently going through a ‘rough patch’ and have 

sought a consultation with you.    

Using Synastry and the Derived Ascendant or Midpoint Composite Charts:  what 

planetary themes can you identify that demonstrates their devotion to each other and 

their soul mate quality?   What challenges, do they face together?  What insights 

can you give this couple that empowers them and raises their understanding 

of the pathway they have chosen to travel together?   

 

 

 

People do not seek relationships that are abstractly good or happy. People seek those 

relationships which fulfil their needs. A successful relationship is one that causes both people to 
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grow and come closer to who they really are. The other person is us and we are our partner in a 

way. We attract people and are attracted by them not because there are perfect synastric links 

between our charts but because at that particular moment in time, our partner perfectly embodies 

our projected self; those attributes of our psyche that we are not yet familiar with. We form 

relationships that help us to progress on our path towards self-actualisation. 

 Sally and Rick can be characterized as a May-December couple, since their age difference 

is 22 years. Romantic relationships with an age gap turn the attention to certain patterns and 

psychological needs. It is interesting to see why an older partner, a father–figure in a way, was 

Sally’s innate romantic need and how a much younger partner satisfied both Rick’s highly sexual 

nature and strongly-elevated, paternal and protective, Cancer stellium. 

 

In Sally’s natal chart, one notices water, air and earth elements being rather well 

represented, instead fire seems rather missing from her chart, apart from her Sagittarius Ascendant 

and Mercury, her 7
th

 and 10
th

 house ruler, in that sign. The fire element is enhanced by a 

retrograde –apart from Chiron she has no other retrograde planets – Jupiter, her Ascendant ruler, 

and the handle in her bucket planetary pattern, forming a quincunx to her rising Pallas-Athena; 
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thus the latter’s themes come to the fore in Sally’s chart. She may be identified with the feminist-

warrior archetype and there may be a father-complex underneath a gregarious, unconventional, 

freedom-loving (Moon in Aquarius/Venus in Libra/Sagittarian Ascendant, Uranus the highest-

elevated planet in the chart) nature. Jupiter opposite the Sun (Father)/Neptune (4
th

 house ruler) 

conjunction in secretive Scorpio/12
th

 house cusp, from the house of service (the 6
th

) and squaring 

Saturn in her 3
rd

 house of communication.  

The Sun/Neptune conjunction heightens Sally’s compassion, sensitivity, idealism and 

vulnerability, as well as, her artistic inclinations, enriching her imaginative, dreamy capacities and 

makes her long for the perfect partner. There may be a trauma stemming by a weak or 

incapacitated father-figure (Chiron in the 4
th

 house/ trine to the Sun/Neptune and opposing the 

Uranus (ruling her Moon) /Pluto (ruling her Sun) conjunction). Whenever Neptune is eminent 

there is always the danger of victim/saviour sacrificial behaviours and self-illusions leading to 

disappointments at a later stage.  

Her Mercury in the 12
th

 squaring Saturn in the 3
rd

 can signify lack of communication, a 

feeling of not being heard of, a serious and rather pessimistic mind and a tendency to have older 

partners with Cancerian qualities (Moon sextiles Mercury). Sally is passionate and vulnerable 

(water) and highly intellectual (strong Aquarius, 3
rd

 house, Mercury her only planet in a fire sign 

so a singleton). She may have a tendency to over-analyse and rationalize her own feelings (Moon 

in Aquarius) turning aloof and detached if hurt. Sally is in need of emotional stability and security 

in her life (watery and fixed emphasis) to ground her need for emotional reassurance.  

 

Her 7
th

 house-ruler, Mercury in early Sagittarius forms a T-square with her parental Axis, 

signifying her need to reproduce a family in her own way (Uranus elevated, Moon in Aquarius) to 

relive and expiate her  ghosts of the past (12
th

 house).  
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Rick’s chart is bursting with cardinality (the Lights, Mercury, Jupiter and all of his angles) 

this matches excellently Sally’s almost total lack of this quality, apart from her dignified Venus in 

Libra, Rick’s Ascendant sign. Rick must have felt her elegant beauty and understood their 

common artistic interests almost instantly, since Sally’s Venus–dispositor of Jupiter, the 

Ascendant Ruler – aspects most of his planets in Gemini, Cancer and Leo. Rick’s chart is lacking 

planetary placements in earth signs, apart from Neptune in late Virgo in the 12
th

 house, turning it 

into a singleton; and being heavily aspected by Sally’s planets: trines her Moon, forms a quincunx 

with Saturn, trines her Jupiter and forms a T-square with her Asc-Desc Axis (reflecting her 

Sun/Neptune). Neptune being the higher octave of Venus entangles in his glamour and captivates 

whatever it touches upon.  

Rick’s Ascendant (& 8
th

 house) Ruler Venus in Gemini in the 8
th

 house forms a partile 

sextile with his 7
th

 House Ruler, Mars in regal Leo a highly sexual aspect and a favourable sign for 

his marriage. Rick’s Saturn, co-ruler of his Ascendant, and 4
th

 house ruler, as well as, Uranus his 

5
th

 house ruler are all in the 8
th

 house, Juno in Scorpio is rising forming a square to a 10
th

 house 

Pluto (both of them are highly sexual). Sally reflects his Mars ruling 7
th

 house by being a Scorpio 
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and having herself Mars and Pluto culminating. Actually, Rick’s Mars constitutes the fourth-leg in 

Sally’s T-square (Sun/Neptune/Saturn/Jupiter) forming a fixed Grand-Cross, a really hard to break 

closed-circuit. Furthermore, Sally’s Ascendant trines Rick’s Mars and his Moon/Jupiter 

conjunction is superbly matched by her Sagittarius Ascendant and her Sun/Jupiter opposition. It 

should be noted that Sagittarius and Cancer share in a way Jupiter’s influence the one being his 

domicile and the other his sign of exaltation.    
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In an effort to assist Sally and Rick understand certain patterns in their relationship, hereby 

is the overlay of Sally’s planets on Rick’s chart and vice-versa, symbolizing the areas of life 

experience where the planetary energy is focused.  

 Rick’s planets fall mostly in the western hemisphere of Sally’s chart, a mostly empty one. 

It is interesting to find Rick’s Mercury to be the most angular planet in Sally’s Mercury-ruled 7
th

 

house, forming a Yod with her Moon/Mercury sextile, bringing communication themes to the fore. 

Since the Moon is implicated in this aspect there may be a propensity to create unstable emotions, 
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tears or over-reactions to Rick’s comments even over trivial matters. Yods demand adjustments 

and patience.  It is an aspect pattern of service and sacrifice. This Mercury/Moon –Mercury Yod is 

actually a Boomerang since Sally’s Lilith in early Capricorn opposes Rick’s Mercury.  

Sally’s rising Lilith and Moon in Aquarius sesqui-quadrate Uranus in her MC, is a taboo-

breaker. Sally is not afraid to pave in untrodden soil. She is a pioneer who knows that changes are 

necessary for future development. Her Sun/Neptune conjunction from the 12
th

 house cusp trining 

an angular Chiron know well the need for sacrifice, of letting go when need be. She may already 

understand the need to share too. Sally’s Lilith is the apex in another Yod created by Rick’s 

Uranus/Pluto sextile. Sally may at times feel sentiments of alienation and of being misunderstood 

by Rick. There may be an attraction-repulsion polarity at its worse; expressing anger for a Virgo-

Mars (part of a T-square with Saturn) can be hard. However, Mars trines Lilith, so it may become 

a vehicle for letting go feelings of grief, frustration and rage.    

Rick’s Mercury forms a Grand trine with his Ascendant and Sally’s Saturn, a stabilizing 

influence for the relationship. Rick’s planets in Sally’s 6
th

 house of service and work, may signify 

that they work together or/and that Rick may feel responsible for Sally’s well-being and be there 

whenever she needs him. Rick’s Ascendant in Sally’s 11
th

 house explains their long friendship 

before becoming partners.  

Synastry between Sally and Rick is magical and revealing of their “soul-mate” quality. 

Apart from their compatible Angles and their compatible Suns there is a close conjuncted 

(involves 2 conjunctions) grand trine formed between Sally’s Sun/Neptune in Scorpio and Chiron 

in Pisces with Rick’s Cancerian Lights (and the Midpoints of Sun/Moon, Venus/Mars, 

Mercury/Pluto and Venus/Chiron). This alone can instigate true loving feelings of a permanent 

nature. Rick represents the archetypal father-figure for Sally and she feels for him with all her 
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being, although Neptune can bring unrealistic dreams to the lot and has to be contained, but at its 

best may show true selflessness and unconditional love.   

However, when their relationship enters rough waters so to speak, both Scorpio and Cancer 

try to detach themselves from painful situations and his Cancer Mercury linked with her hidden -

12
th

 house Mercury may lead to long silences.  

Sally’s Moon forms a kite with all outer planets in his chart plus Saturn. Rick’s Moon 

forms a sesqui-quadrate with her Saturn and a sextile/trine with her Uranus/Pluto-Neptune. These 

delineations may indicate that there is a mutual power to dig deep in each other’s soul and sway 

each other’s emotional world but Rick holds the power to use his Pluto’s dark and deep energy to 

control, manipulate Sally’s feelings and not-rational responses, disrupting her sense of security by 

arousing unexplainable fears and deep-seated insecurities. These configurations indicate strong 

and intense feelings aroused in each other, the mutual Moon/Uranus easy flowing aspects denote 

the unusual traits of their relationship. Uranus (and Neptune) is highly involved in adoptions and 

in doing the unexpected. Ceteris paribus they should be able to deal with short separations due to 

work-related obligations and it is not advisable trying to modify the out-of the norm character of 

this relationship.  

Their mutual Moon/Neptune trines lead to their belief in their soul-mate quality and they 

may well be right to believe that their match was made in heavens. This overlay leads to genuine 

mutual feelings of tenderness, forgiveness and tolerance. However the more difficult Moon/Saturn 

and Moon/Pluto aspects can bring out possessiveness, controlling urges, jealousy, disturbing and 

destabilizing feelings and need for small intervals from the fathomless soul-searching enacted in 

this relationship. Moon is the mother-figure and Saturn can be the fatherly one. Mothering each 

other or even smothering each other may be one facet of this rapport. Their relationship may be 

used as a vehicle to unearth and resolve past issues but this must be done with the utmost 
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attentiveness to each other’s psyche. The synastric overlay of their Moons denotes a “coming 

home” feeling and a competitive partnership with “sibling” traits –her Asc in his 3
rd

 house, his Asc 

in her 11
th

 house and his Moon in her 7
th

 house while hers is in his 4
th

 house. 

 Rick’s Saturn is upon Sally’s Mars/Chiron midpoint and squares her Saturn/Chiron one. 

His Saturn is the common denominator in the above configurations and Saturn is control and fear; 

controlling because of fear and insecurity, or controlling through fear and guilt. Saturn thinks that 

protects but there is always the theme of castration and neutralisation through crystallisation. Her 

Saturn falls in his natal 5
th

 house creating an unspoken fear that a disappointment of some kind 

waits for them at the end of the road.   
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 Sally’s Venus squares Rick’s Moon and both of them sesqui-square her Saturn; these three 

planets are all highly dignified and this should have mitigating influence to the stressful energies 

created by these 4
th

 harmonic, action-oriented aspects. From the moment that they found each 

other they may feel they are invincible and truly their joint power is big but they have to be 

conscious of the limitations and avoiding putting themselves in situations when there is no going 

back. Sally’s Venus/Saturn aspect is another sign that she wouldn’t be satisfied by not serious 

encounters with younger partners.  

 

The two benefics –Venus and Jupiter – are angular and in sextile aspect with each other, 

ruling the 5
th

 and 7
th

 houses, of love and marriage in their Composite Chart, blessing their 

relationship with luck, conviviality and shared feelings of fondness. Venus being the most 

elevated planet in their Composite signifies their affections for each other and for art. This sextile 

aspect closely triggers Rick’s Venus-Mars sextile aspect denoting that this relationship fulfils his 

partnership aspirations.  

The Composite chart reflects their ability to work as a “team”, as a unit; it also gives a 

rather clear idea regarding the strengths and the weaknesses of their relationship. Their composite 
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Sun and Mercury in the eleventh house testifies once more that their relationship grew out of 

friendship and their mutual interests and ideals add to the success of this marriage. However, since 

their respective Moon’s and Mercury’s are more than 150 apart, both the nearer midpoint and the 

farther midpoint is advisable to be looked at since more hindsight is available by their aspects and 

placements. Mercury’s farther midpoint falls in the Composite 5
th

 house upon Sally’s Chiron 

(words that wound or words that heal) and form a T-square with a 7
th

 house Jupiter (ruling the 11
th

 

house).   

Furthermore, composite Ascendant falls near Sally’s Sun/Neptune, and trines Rick’s Sun. 

Both Ascendant’s rulers, as well as, the Descendant ruler are elevated in the Composite 10
th

 house. 

Perhaps, this relationship helped them both in advancing their careers and made them more 

recognisable, enhancing their status and professional profile. Anyhow, this is a relationship for 

everyone to see. The 7
th

 house ruler- Venus conjunct the MC may signify that they work together, 

in pursuing their artistic endeavours. The 10
th

 and 11
th

 house emphasis show common ideals, 

hopes and dreams and the joint purpose and direction of their relationship. Mars/Pluto conjunction 

(13 minutes apart) –an over-ambitious drive and a danger to ego-struggles– is a powerhouse 

aspect generating, at its worse, a disastrously competitive tendency. Sally’s and Rick’s personal 

charts show 10
th

 house emphasis, which is repeated in their Composite. Rick’s natal Mars and 

Pluto are in the 10
th

 house and Sally’s Mars conjuncts the 10
th

 house cusp from the 9
th

 house, 

while her Uranus/Pluto are in the 10
th

 house; it seems that their union has made this Mars/Pluto 

interaction so much more intense. The Composite Mars/Pluto conjunction lies exactly on the 

midpoint of the Asc/Desc Axis and opposes Sally’s natal Saturn in late Aquarius, while squaring 

her Jupiter in Taurus and trining her Ascendant. Sally may be more affected by this configuration 

than Rick is.  

It is a psychotherapeutic combination, welcoming a –preferably gentle – introspection, 

unearthing complexes but also generating a constant challenge which is best used as an outlet to 
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the 6
th

/12
th

 houses opposition, involving the Moon. This powerful Mars/Pluto combination may be 

a mixed blessing depending upon the use they are making of it, since it can be compared with an 

atomic bomb and the splitting of the atom. Divisive controlling influences may prevail or it may 

be used productively towards outward achievement. This is a high–wired energetic vortex that 

doesn’t bode well for inactivity. It is also highly sexual, obsessively passionate. This streak is also 

shown by the Composite Venus conjunct Rick’s Mars and sextile both their natal Venuses. Venus 

is the natural significator of the arts but is also natural significator of love and marriage.  

In addition to a powerful Composite 10
th

 house, their Composite 6
th

 is supporting their 

worldly aspirations through trines by the Moon/Saturn conjunction. Both the 6
th

 and the 10
th

 house 

planets form a Grand Trine to the Composite 2
nd

 house cusp. Jupiter the 2
nd

 house-ruler is angular 

in the 7
th

 house, receiving sextiles from Venus and Saturn, and a trine from Neptune but also 

squares from the Sun/Mercury. Their financial situation together is likely to be very secure and 

rather well-off, however it must be said that Jupiter may tend towards exaggerations and risky 

financial moves especially through Mercurial investments (8
th

 and 11
th

 house ruler) 

mortgages/loans/friends. 

Their Composite chart has a rather challenging Saturn/Neptune opposition; joined by the 

Moon in the two most difficult houses of the Composite the 6
th

 and the 12
th

. This reverberates 

Sally’s Sun/Neptune upon the 12
th

 house cusp and Mercury in the 12
th

 as well as Rick’s 12
th

 house 

Neptune (a singleton) closing his chart’s bundle shape through a trine to Uranus.   

   It may be in favour to Rick’s and Sally’s marriage if they cooperate in an energy-

devouring task, one that allows self-expression for both of them. Pluto’s transformative power can 

be directed in achieving high aspirations and well-defined ambitions. The unfortunate side of this 

planetary mix, is a tendency to quarrel and expressions of repressed anger through nagging for 

meaningless events.  
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Their composite Moons fall in Rick’s Ascendant/Descendant Axis (nearer Midpoint 

conjunct Saturn in Aries, in the 6
th

 house & farther one conjunct Neptune in Libra, in the 12
th

) 

squaring a 9
th

 house-Uranus near Rick’s 10
th

 house Sun. This opposition as well as Rick’s 

Ascendant/Descendant Axis are under a Uranus/Eris transit, actually Uranus is going retrograde 

on the 25
th

  degree of Aries, making it doubly strong, and, making it one of the strongest degrees 

in the entire year.  

The Composite Moon in the 6th indicates that this marriage has a task or a service to 

complete. Sixth-house doesn’t signify peer-to-peer relationships and although all relationships 

involve a certain “give and take”, but people can become frustrated when one /or both feel that 

they have to sacrifice time and effort to please the other. It is always better if the feeling of 

obligation isn’t there at all. The Moon conjunct Saturn in the 6
th

 house of service and servitude 

looks rather bleak. On the other hand, Moon/Saturn symbolizes their age difference and that they 

have found each other later in life. It is a very strong bond that demands attention to avoid 

becoming bondage. However, a 12
th

 house Neptune strongly opposes the inhibiting task-oriented 

approach of a 6
th

 house Saturn, trying to dissolve and penetrate rigid structures which numb 

Moon’s emotional reactions. 

Another facet of this opposition may be the alternation of Saturnian with Neptunian 

approaches and this off-on and vice-versa scenario is enhanced by a 9
th

 house Uranus –they both 

have to travel often for professional reasons. One has to stay back to take care of the 

responsibilities/burdens of a household and in addition suffer from the other’s “disappearance” 

(Neptune). This opposition reflects their synastric Saturn (Sally) inconjunct Rick’s Neptune, not a 

comfortable interaction. The Composite Moon in the 12
th

 conjunct Neptune is an indication of 

repressed feelings. To avoid disillusionment there is only one way forward and that is complete 

honesty at all times. Uranus involvement in this opposition makes it unpredictable and demands 

unique outlets for creative expression and personal freedom without trespassing however Saturn’s 
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limits, thus always honouring responsibilities for family members. Moon/Saturn asks for stability 

and predictability and it can become possessive and controlling. Uranus challenges the status-quo, 

like an open window refreshes a closed room.  

In their Progressed Composite the progressed Uranus has just set in the 7
th

 house, for sure 

its effects are still felt by both of them. There must have been a disruption of some kind and 

surprising changes in their everyday life. Progressed Composite Sun forms a quincunx with a 4
th

 

house Saturn –ruler of the Composite Ascendant – and Progressed Composite Mercury (6
th

 & 10
th

 

house ruler) forms a quincunx to the Composite Moon (9
th

 house ruler). Perhaps there work-load 

was overwhelming and they had to take care of more than their usual everyday burdens, to the 

point that Rick’s health may have suffered (Sun); quincunxes signify situations pulling both of 

them in many different directions and compounding the difficulty of being able to cope with all 

demands at once. 

 

 

Sally and Rick enjoy a unique relationship, although there is the danger of great 

idealisation and of extremely high expectations from each other, ones that no human being could 
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possibly fulfil. Hopefully, their Moon/Neptune trines and their deep love and affection for each 

other will show the way to forgiveness and tolerance to each other’s weaknesses. It must be 

stressed that Synastry describes how each person experiences and affects the other person, without 

by itself indicating the success or failure of a relationship; the latter belongs mostly to the free-will 

of the two of them.  

Words:3.245. 
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